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Abstract
It has been proposed that spacetimes with a U(1) isometry group have con-
tributions to the entropy from Misner strings as well as from the area of d−2
dimensional xed point sets. In this paper we test this proposal by construct-
ing Taub-Nut-AdS and Taub-Bolt-AdS solutions which are examples of a new
class of asymptotically locally anti-de Sitter spaces. We nd that with the
additional contribution from the Misner strings, we exactly reproduce the en-
tropy calculated from the action by the usual thermodynamic relations. This
entropy has the right parameter dependence to agree with the entropy of a
conformal eld theory on the boundary, which is a squashed three-sphere, at
least in the limit of large squashing. However the conformal eld theory and













where A is the area of the horizon and G is Newton’s constant. In any dimension d,
this formula holds for black holes or black branes that have a horizon, which is a d − 2
dimensional xed point set of a U(1) isometry group. However it has recently been shown
[1] that entropy can be associated with a more general class of spacetimes. In these metrics,
the U(1) isometry group can have xed points on surfaces of any even co-dimension, and
the spacetime need not be asymptotically flat or asymptotically anti-de Sitter. In this more
general class, the entropy is not just a quarter the area of the d− 2 dimensional xed point
set.
Among the more general class of spacetimes for which entropy can be dened, an inter-
esting case is those with nut charge. Nut charge can be dened in four dimensions [2] and can
be regarded as a magnetic type of mass. Solutions with nut charge are not asymptotically
flat (AF) in the usual sense. Instead, they are said to be asymptotically locally flat (ALF).
In the Euclidean regime, in which we shall be working, the dierence can be described as
follows. An AF metric, like Euclidean Schwarzschild, has a boundary at innity that is an
S2 of radius r times an S1, whose radius is asymptotically constant. To get nite values for
the action and Hamiltonian, one subtracts the values for periodically identied flat space.
In ALF metrics, on the other hand, the boundary at innity is an S1 bundle over S2. These
bundles are labeled by their rst Chern number, which is proportional to the nut charge.
If the rst Chern number is zero, the boundary is the product S2  S1, and the metric is
AF. However, if the rst Chern number is k, then the boundary is a squashed S3 with jkj
points identied around the S1 bers. Such ALF metrics cannot be matched to flat space
at innity to give a nite action and Hamiltonian, despite a number of papers that claim it
can be done. The best that one can do is match to the self-dual multi-Taub-NUT solutions
[3]. These can be regarded as dening the vacuums for ALF metrics.
In the self-dual Taub-NUT solution, the U(1) isometry group has a zero-dimensional xed
point set at the center, called a nut. However, the same ALF boundary conditions admit
another Euclidean solution, called the Taub-Bolt metric [4], in which the nut is replaced by
a two-dimensional bolt. The interesting feature is that, according to the new denition of
entropy, the entropy of Taub-Bolt is not equal to a quarter the area of the bolt, in Planck
units. The reason is that there is a contribution to the entropy from the Misner string, the
gravitational counterpart to a Dirac string for a gauge eld.
The fact that black hole entropy is proportional to the area of the horizon has led people
to try and identify the microstates with states on the horizon. After years of failure, success
seemed to come in 1996, with the paper of Strominger and Vafa [5], which connected the
entropy of certain black holes with a system of D-branes. With hindsight, this can now be
seen as an example of a duality between a gravitational theory in asymptotically anti-de
Sitter space, and a conformal eld theory on its boundary. It would be interesting if similar
dualities could be found for solutions with nut charge, so that one could verify that the
contribution of the Misner string was present in the entropy of a conformal eld theory.
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This would be particularly signicant for solutions like Taub-Bolt, which don’t have a spin
structure. It would show that the duality between anti-de Sitter space and conformal eld
theories on its boundary did not depend on supersymmetry or string theory.
In this paper, we will describe the progress we have made towards establishing such a
duality. We have found a family of Taub-Bolt anti-de Sitter solutions. These Euclidean
metrics are characterized by an integer k, and a positive real parameter, s. The boundary
at large distances is an S1 bundle over S2, with rst Chern number k. If k = 0, the boundary
is a product, S1S2, and the space is asymptotically anti-de Sitter, in the usual sense. But
if k is not zero, the metrics are what may be called asymptotically locally anti-de Sitter, or
ALAdS. The boundary is a squashed S3, with k points identied around the U(1) direction.
This is just like ALF metrics. But unlike the ALF case, the squashing of the S3 tends to
a nite limit as one approaches innity. This means that the boundary has a well dened
conformal structure. One can then ask whether the partition function and entropy of a
conformal eld theory on the boundary is related to the action and entropy of these ALAdS
solutions.
To make this question well posed we have to specify the reference backgrounds with
respect to which the actions and Hamiltonians are dened. Like in the ALF case, a squashed
S3 cannot be imbedded in Euclidean anti-de Sitter. Therefore one cannot use it as a reference
background to regularize the action and Hamiltonian. Instead, one has to use Taub-NUT
anti-de Sitter, which is a limiting case of our family. If jkj is greater than one, there is an
orbifold singularity in the reference backgrounds, but not in the Taub-Bolt anti-de Sitter
solutions. These orbifold singularities in the backgrounds could be resolved by replacing
a small neighbourhood of the nut by an ALE metric. We shall therefore take it that the
orbifold singularities are harmless.
Another issue that has to be resolved is what conformal eld theory to use on the
squashed S3. Here we are on shakier ground. For ve-dimensional anti-de Sitter space, there
are good reasons to believe that the boundary theory is large N Yang Mills. But on the
three-dimensional boundaries of four-dimensional anti-de Sitter spaces, Yang Mills theory
is not conformally invariant. The best that we can do is calculate the determinants of free
elds on the squashed S3, and see if they have the same dependence on the squashing as the
action. Note that as the boundary is odd dimensional, there is no conformal anomaly. The
determinant of a conformally invariant operator will just be a function of the squashing. We
can then interpret the squashing as the inverse temperature, and get the number of degrees
of freedom from a comparison with the entropy of ordinary black holes in four-dimensional
anti-de Sitter.
II. ENTROPY
We now turn to the question of how one can dene the entropy of a spacetime. A ther-
modynamic ensemble is a collection of systems whose charges are constrained by Lagrange
multipliers. One such charge is the energy or mass M , with the Lagrange multiplier being
the inverse temperature, . But one can also constrain the angular momentum J , and gauge





where i is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the charge Ki. Thus, it can also be
written as
Z = Tr e−Q: (2.2)
Here Q is the operator that generates a Euclidean time translation  = , a rotation
 = Ω and a gauge transformation i = i, where Ω is the angular velocity and i is
the gauge potential for qi. In other words, Q is the Hamiltonian operator for a lapse that
is  at innity, a shift that is a rotation through , and gauge rotations i. This means
that the partition function can be represented by a Euclidean path integral over all metrics
which are periodic at innity under the combination of a Euclidean time translation by ,
a rotation through , and a gauge rotation i. The lowest order contributions to the path
integral for the partition function will come from Euclidean solutions with a U(1) isometry
that agree with the periodic boundary conditions at innity.
The Hamiltonian in general relativity or supergravity can be written as a volume integral
over a surface of constant  , plus surface integrals over its boundaries. The notation used
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and vanishes by the constraint equations. Thus the numerical value of the Hamiltonian

























Because the metric has a U(1) isometry all dotted quantities vanish. Thus
I = H: (2.6)
If the solution can be foliated by a family of surfaces that agree with Euclidean time at
innity, the only surface terms will be at innity. In this case, a solution can be identied
under any time translation, rotation, or gauge transformation at innity. This means that
the action will be linear in , , and i,
I = H1 = M + ()J + iqi: (2.7)
If one takes such a linear action to be (− logZ), and applies the standard thermodynamic
relations, one nds the entropy is zero.
The situation is very dierent, however, if the solution cannot be foliated by surfaces
of constant  , where  is the parameter of the U(1) isometry group that agrees with the
periodic identication at innity. The breakdown of foliation can occur in two ways. The
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rst is at xed points of the U(1) isometry group. These occur on surfaces of even co-
dimension. Fixed point sets of co-dimension two play a special role. We shall refer to them
as bolts. Examples include the horizons of non-extreme black holes and p-branes, but there
can be more complicated cases, as in Taub-Bolt.
The other way the foliation by surfaces of constant  can break down is if there are what
are called Misner strings. To explain what they are, we write the metric in the Kaluza-Klein


















The one-form, !i, the dilaton, , and the metric, γij, can be regarded as elds on , the
space of orbits of the isometry group. If  has homology in dimension two, the Kaluza-Klein
eld strength F can have non-zero integrals over two-cycles. This means that the one-form,
!i, will have Dirac strings in . In turn, this will mean that the foliation of the spacetime
M by surfaces of constant  will break down on surfaces of co-dimension two, called Misner
strings.
In order to do a Hamiltonian treatment using surfaces of constant  , one has to cut
out small neighbourhoods of the xed point sets and the Misner strings. This modies the
treatment in two ways. First, the surfaces of constant  now have boundaries at the xed
point sets and Misner strings, as well as the usual boundary at innity. This means there
can be additional surface terms in the Hamiltonian. In fact, the surface terms at the xed
point sets are zero, because the shift and lapse vanish there. On the other hand, at a Misner
string the lapse vanishes, but the shift is non-zero. The Hamiltonian can therefore have
a surface term on the Misner string, which is the shift times a component of the second
fundamental form of the constant  surfaces. The total Hamiltonian will be
H = H1 +HMS; (2.9)
i.e., the sum of this Misner string Hamiltonian and the Hamiltonian surface term at innity.
As before, the action will be H. However, this will be the action of the spacetime with
the neighbourhoods of the xed point sets and Misner strings removed. To get the action of
the full spacetime, one has to put back the neighbourhoods. When one does so, the surface
term associated with the Einstein-Hilbert action will give a contribution to the action of
minus area over 4G, for both the bolts and Misner strings, that is,




Here G is Newton’s constant in the dimension one is considering. The surface terms around
lower dimensional xed point sets make no contribution to the action.
The action of the spacetime, I, will be the lowest order contribution to (− logZ). But
logZ = S − H1: (2.11)




(Abolt +AMS)− ( )HMS: (2.12)
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In other words, the entropy is the amount by which the action is less than the value, H1,
that it would have if the surfaces of constant  foliated the spacetime.
The formula (2.12) for the entropy applies in any dimension, and for any class of boundary
condition at innity. In particular, we can apply it to ALF metrics in four dimensions that
have nut charge. In this case, the reference background is the self-dual Taub-NUT solution.
The Taub-Bolt solution has the same asymptotic behaviour, but with the zero-dimensional
xed point replaced by a two-dimensional bolt. The area of the bolt is 12N2, where N is
the nut charge. The area of the Misner string is −12N2. That is to say, the area of the
Misner string in Taub-Bolt is innite, but it is less than the area of the Misner string in
Taub-NUT, in a well dened sense. The Hamiltonian on the Misner string is −N=8. Again
the Misner string Hamiltonian is innite, but the dierence from Taub-NUT is nite. And
the period, , is 8N . Thus the entropy is
S = N2: (2.13)
Note that this is less than a quarter the area of the bolt, which would give 3N2. It is the
eect of the Misner string that reduces the entropy.
III. ENTROPY OF TAUB-BOLT-ADS
The Taub-NUT-AdS metric can be obtained as a special case of the complex metrics





(d + cos d)2 +
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F (r)




FN(r; E) = Er
4 + (4− 6E)r2 + (8E − 8)r + 4− 3E; (3.2)
E is an arbitrary constant which parameterizes the squashing, b2 = −3=4, and  < 0 is
the cosmological constant. The Euclidean time coordinate,  , has period is  = 4 and
has a nut at r = 1, which is the origin of the  − r plane. Asymptotically, the metric is
ALAdS since the boundary is a squashed S3, rather than S1  S2. The parameter E1=2
gives the asymptotic ratio between the radius of the  direction and the radius of the S2
parameterized by ; .
We can obtain another family of metrics from [6] that have the same asymptotic be-
haviour. They are the Taub-Bolt-AdS metrics, which have the same form as (3.1) but the
function F (r) is
FB(r; s) = Er
4 + (4− 6E)r2 +












k is the Chern number of the S1 bundle and s is an arbitrary parameter. In order to avoid
curvature singularities, we must take s > 1, s > 2=k and r > s. The periodicity of the





The boundary at innity is a squashed S3 with jkj points identied on the S1 bre. As
in the Taub-NUT-AdS case, the ratio of the radius of the S1 (before identication) to the
radius of the S2 tends to E1=2.
The action calculation is a fairly trivial combination of the original Schwarzschild-AdS
action calculation [7] and the more recent understanding of the actions of metrics with nut
charge [8]. As mentioned in section I, in order to regularize the action and Hamiltonian
calculations, we need to choose a reference background. Since Taub-Bolt-AdS cannot be
imbedded in AdS, we cannot use this as a background. However, we can use a suitably
identied and scaled Taub-NUT-AdS as a reference background. We require that the induced
metrics agree suciently well on a hypersurface of constant radius R, as we take R to innity.







E(r2 − 1) = ~E(~r2 − 1): (3.7)








(s− 1)2[E(s− 1)(s+ 3) + 4]
2sE
: (3.8)













FN (r; E) = E
4r4 + (4− 6E)2r2 + (8E − 8)r + 4− 3E: (3.10)
We also need the periodicity of the imaginary time coordinates to agree. This means that
for a Taub-Bolt-AdS metric with parameters (k; s) we must take the orbifold obtained by
identifying k points on the S1 as the reference background, rather than just Taub-NUT-
AdS. This will have a conical singularity at the origin, however, as mentioned before, we
can smooth it out in a simple way, and hence we can just ignore it, and treat the space as
non-singular.
Calculating the action, we nd that the surface terms cancel, just like in the






(ks− 2)[k(s2 + 2s+ 3)− 4(2s+ 1)]
(s+ 1)2
: (3.11)










For the case k = 1, there will only be one valid zero, s+ = 3 +
p
10. The action will be
positive for s < s+, and negative for s > s+. When k = 2, all the zeros will coincide at the
lowest value of s = 1, and the action is negative for any other value of s. For larger values
of k, s will be imaginary, s0 < 1 and hence the action will always be negative. The action
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FIG. 1. The action I as a function of s for k = 1 and b2 = 9=2, as given by equation (3.11).
The zero is at s = 3 +
p
10.
The Hamiltonian calculation is more complicated than the simple action calculation
completed above. There will be two non-zero contributions to the Hamiltonian { from the
boundary at innity and from the boundary along the Misner string. There is a third
boundary, around the bolt, but the Hamiltonian will vanish there. Using the matched











(k − 2s)(ks− 2)
(s+ 1)2
: (3.14)












Substituting these values into the formula for the action (2.10) we regain the expression
(3.11).
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(ks− 2)[k(s2 + 2s− 1)− 4]
(s+ 1)2
: (3.17)









For k = 1, all the zeros satisfy s  2, while for k = 2, the zeros are at s  1. Hence in these
cases the entropy is never negative, and is only zero at (s = 2; k = 1) and (s = 1; k = 2),
which are exactly the two points where the action vanishes. For larger values of k, the zeros
are all strictly less than 1, and hence the entropy is always positive.
One can regard Z as the partition function at a temperature
T = −1 = kE−1=2: (3.19)
If one then assumes that mass is the only charge that is constrained by a Lagrange multi-
plier (nut charge is xed by the boundary conditions and hence does not need a Lagrange








where we have made the approximation I = − logZ. This yields the same value as in (3.17)
and so acts as a consistency check on our formula for entropy.













Again, this agrees with the Hamiltonian calculation.
Identical to the AdS case, there is a phase transition in the ALAdS system (for k = 1).
This can be seen by considering the behaviour of the Taub-NUT-AdS and Taub-Bolt-AdS
solutions as a function of temperature. There are no restrictions on the temperature of
Taub-NUT-AdS, but, as can be seen from gure 2, the temperature of Taub-Bolt-AdS has
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FIG. 2. The temperature T = 1=
p
E as a function of s for k = 1 and b2 = 9=2. The minimum
value is at s = 2 +
p
3.
Hence, if we have T < T0, the system will be in the Taub-NUT-AdS ground state. As
we increase T above T0, there are two possible Taub-Bolt metrics with dierent mass values
but the same temperature. The one with lower s will be thermodynamically unstable, since
it has negative specic heat, @M=@T , while the one with larger s has positive specic, and
hence will be stable. The lower s branch has positive action, and hence will be less likely
than the background Taub-NUT-AdS. The behaviour of the larger s branch will depend on
T . At temperatures below T1 = T (3 +
p
10), the action will be positive and the Taub-NUT-
AdS background will be favoured. But for T greater than T1, the negative action implies
that the Taub-Bolt-AdS solution is preferred, and hence the Taub-NUT-AdS background
will inevitably decay into it.
IV. CONFORMAL FIELD THEORY
Formally at least, one can regard Euclidean conformal eld theory on the squashed S3
as a twisted 2 + 1 theory on an S2 of unit radius at a temperature T = −1. Thus, one
would expect the entropy to be proportional to −2 for small . This dependence agrees
with the expression that we have for the gravitational entropy of Taub-Bolt-AdS. To go
further and obtain the normalisation and sub-leading dependence on  would require a
knowledge of the conformal eld theory that we don’t have. The best that we can do
is calculate the determinants of conformally invariant free elds on the squashed S3 and
compare with the results for S2  S1 and Schwarzschild-AdS. On S2  S1 the determinants
of conformally invariant free elds will be the same function of , but this cannot be the
case on the squashed S3 because fermions have zero modes at an innite number of values
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of the squashing, whereas a scalar eld has a zero mode only at one value. Furthermore,
Taub-Bolt-AdS solutions with k odd do not have spin structures. Thus if they are dual to
a conformal eld theory, it should be one without fermions.
Similar work on Taub-NUT-AdS and Taub-Bolt-AdS for k = 1 has been performed
independently [9]. However the authors had not realized it was necessary to use Taub-Nut-
AdS as the reference background until conversations with us.
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